340B Solutions

Industry Innovator Providing 340B Services
SUNRx is a 340B service, technology enabled third-party administrator providing comprehensive 340B services to 340B Covered Entities.

For hospitals, (DSH, SCH, CAH, PED, CAN) the SUNRx split-billing solution virtually separates 340B and non-340B transactions in mixed-use settings. Customizable eligibility validators can help promote compliance, and additional tools can effectively increase discounts and buying power.

For 340B Covered Entities wanting to create an optimized 340B contract pharmacy network to deliver 340B savings, SUNRx takes a hands-on approach to deliver a robust pharmacy network which includes referral claims capture and specialty options. SUNRx can help reduce regulatory risks, safeguarding against drug diversion and duplicate discounts while increasing 340B savings.

Highly Efficient and Effective 340B Drug Discount Services
SUNRx provides a customizable sliding scale functionality that allows clients to create a prescription program for uninsured and vulnerable patients. This meets the needs of Grantees and all Covered Entities by using the “lower of” pricing logic to deliver the lowest-cost option available.

Customer Service Experience
SUNRx, established in 2006, has gained extensive experience implementing 340B programs for Covered Entities, providing guidance and assistance to optimize 340B savings. Clients and state associations have recognized the SUNRx account teams as very knowledgeable and customer-focused.

Commitment to Compliance
SUNRx helps Covered Entities maintain accurate and current 340B database information, in preparation for HRSA audits. This highly rated HRSA audit support is evidenced by our clients’ positive audit findings.

Innovation
SUNRx technology is user-friendly, integrates sophisticated capture logic with real-time eligibility validation, the most advanced in compliance protocols. In addition, there is a cash program that allows entities to pass program savings on to their low-income and uninsured patients.

Flexibility
SUNRx’s 340B system allows clients to have custom settings for each outpatient service area to address their unique requirements. SUNRx can work with a wide range of electronic medical record systems, wholesalers, switch vendors and/or pharmacies.

A trusted, exclusive partner with state hospital associations. Corporate partner with 340B Health and NACHC.

Contact us to learn more.
(866) 958-3402 | info@sunrx.com | www.sunrx.com
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